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What is endogamy?
(quick overview)

■ Reuse of the same pool of DNA over multiple generations
– Island populations (separated by geography)
– Religious populations (separated by religious law &/or discrimination)

■ Everyone is related to everyone else in that population in multiple ways
■ So predicted “close” cousins may actually just be distant cousins in multiple ways

■ Different levels of endogamy
– Colonial Americans
– French Canadians
– Cajuns
– Jews
– Pacific Islanders



Imagine this over 1000+ years

Generated with https://learnforeverlearn.com/ancestors/



Imagine if this were your family!



AncestryDNA

As of October 22, 2017 
(Just before the “1000+” change)

Estimated ~25,000 in November 2018



FamilyTreeDNA



23AndMe



MyHeritage



My (pretty close!) match with S



My parents’ (not close!) match with S

My father’s match with S:

My mother’s match with S:



Shared DNA segments with S

My father My mother Me



My (pretty close!) match with E (and a 
slightly larger max shared segment)



My parents’ match with E

(You’re not missing anything.  I didn’t forget to paste an image.  Neither matches.)



My match with E



Maternal grandfather’s father’s family
Name Actual 

Relationship Shared cM ISOGG average

Myron 2C2R 174.8590 53.13 

Marilyn 2C2R 78.9 53.13

Ken 2C2R 108.1761 53.13 

Sue ½ 2C2R 103.5133 26.56 

Sara 3C1R 89.1355 26.56 

Karen 1C1R 460.86 425

Leslie 2C1R 195.8675 106.25

Sandy 2C1R 163.7570 106.25

Mark 3C 179.2561 53.13



Maternal grandmother’s family
Name Actual 

Relationship Shared cM ISOGG average

Ruth Great aunt 1008.4038 850

Scott 1C1R 685.0191 425

Esther 3C1R (x2) 173.7 26.56 (*2)

Judith B. 3C1R (x2) 186.3940 26.56 (*2)

Jonathan 4C (x2) 182.0750 13.28 (*2)

Judith K. 2C1R 205.8208 106.25

Leon 2C1R 163.2738 106.25

Jerry 2C1R 248.6424 106.25

Fern 2C1R 231.9087 106.25

Ron 3C1R 100.8463 26.56



Judith & (her son) Jonathan

Name Actual 
Relationship Shared cM ISOGG average

Judith 3C1R (*2) 186.3940 26.56 (*2)

Jonathan 4C (*2) 182.0750 13.28 (*2)



How do Jonathan & I Match?
Match with Relationship Shared cM

Me 4C 182.0750

My mother 3C1R 163.9682

• Jonathan & I match on segments he inherited from his father (previous slide)

My mother My father Jonathan’s 
mother

Jonathan’s 
father

• Jonathan & I match on segments I inherited from my father (above)

• We have documented our relationship through both of our mothers (who are 
also strong DNA matches to one another)

Jonathan’s 
fatherMy fatherMy mother Jonathan’s 

mother



It’s not (all) doom & gloom



Introducing Dave



Who are you, Dave???

■ His great grandmother’s was Jennie Diamond Dorfman (all my non-
immediate Diamond relatives were killed in the Holocaust, so it 
probably isn’t on this side—and I hadn’t tested my parents yet).

■ Jennie was Jewish, but he didn’t know her Hebrew/Yiddish name.

■ Jennie was from Russia (Russian Empire was HUGE; she likely wasn’t 
from modern-day Russia, but where was she from?)

■ Jennie lived in Detroit where most of her 6 children’s families still live

■ Jennie’s daughter Betty (Dave’s grandmother) is Dave’s only Jewish 
grandparent (so maybe endogamy won’t be as much of an issue?)

■ And there’s a letter written by Jennie’s oldest daughter Ida.



The Letter (dated February 7, 1980)



The ship manifest



The tombstone (thanks to Gerard Brownstone on FindAGrave!)

(Death certificate obtained a bit later matched both parents’ names)



July 2017



• DNA (even though endogamy was at play) would 
be the only way to find this family.
• We thought “Aunt Shaindel” was dead, and the 

paper trail wouldn’t have shown us otherwise.

• My father has living second cousins on a side 
where “everyone was killed”!

• My grandfather had living first cousins and (for a 
few years) a living aunt!

Take THAT, endogamy!



Only 25% of Dave’s DNA is Ashkenazi

Could endogamy not be a factor?

….sigh



Wait!  I said it’s not (all) doom & gloom



Introducing Avishai
Avishai



Avishay’s mother’s family

Avishay’s mother

Abraham Rutner Julia Berkowitz



Avishay’s mother’s family

Avishay’s mother

Abraham RutnerHenshe RutnerYaakov Hoch
12 children; names of 

3 known



Hensha’s Parents

Avishay’s mother

Abraham Rutner Julia Berkowitz

Efrayim Rutner Rachel Farkas

Town of Velatin



Velatin (today’s Velyatin, Ukraine)

14m/21km from Kolodne



Fisel (Efrayim)
& Rachel

Avishay’s mother

Abraham Rutner

Efrayim Rutner Rachel Farkas

Izsak Rutner Szura Lebovics





What about other platforms?



Mark – 23AndMe



Mark – 23AndMe



Tobey - Ancestry

140/8=17.5, so there may be a large segment or two at play here



Tobey on GedMatch

Tobey’s shared segments with my grandmotherTobey’s shared segments with me



After some queries



Ancestry’s “Extremely High” Confidence

Match to my father



S on GedMatch



A - Ancestry

105/10=10.5, but there may be a large segment or two at play?



Move your Ancestry Matches (and 
others too) to GedMatch!



A’s Sanders/Szenderovics’ Hometown

2 km



Why you want to be my DNA Match
(A had to his great grandparents)



My uncle on
GedMatch



Uncle sorted by
largest segment (1/2)



Uncle sorted by
largest segment (2/2)



Largest segment/Total shared

■ The majority of known relatives have a largest segment at least 20cM and share 
well over 100cM with my uncle.

■ Concentrate on matches with large segments (start with 30cM+) and at least 
100cM of total shared DNA.

■ This may eliminate contact with relatives that are related in genealogical time, but it 
allows you to initially contact those with whom you have a higher likelihood of being 
able to find a connection.

■ (These numbers will be different when dealing other endogamous populations 
beyond Ashkenazic Jewish, but the principle still works.)



A Cautionary Tale



Uh oh—is the paper trail wrong?



My mother’s match to Anne



Other Cousins’ Match to Anne



And my small match with Anne….

My father’s match 
with Anne



Shared Matches (my mother)

Mom’s 
1C



Summary

■ Look for large shared segments paired with large amounts of shared DNA overall.
– Gives you a higher chance of finding an actual closer relative but also 

eliminates some close relatives.

■ DNA can point towards where to look for documentation but doesn’t replace it.

■ It’s harder to do genetic genealogy when you’re endogamous but not impossible—
successes ARE possible!

■ (And be careful of drawing conclusions from shared matches!)



Ashkenazic Shared DNA Survey

https://tinyurl.com/laradiamondproject



Questions?

http://larasgenealogy.blogspot.com

Twitter: @larasgenealogy


